
CO CLUSIONS 

We conclude that \'•e can expect a chain reaction to take :place in a. suf

r'iciently laree n.a.ss of graphite which contains~ fo r in~tance, a close-:paoked 

hexa:.·onul or cubio, lattice of U .1 anium spheres. The capture cross-section of -carbon is likely to be smaller than the upper limit so far established and 
/-, 
( consequently there is hope tha t moderately large musses of graphite and ura-

nium or uranium oxide will be sufficient to reach the :point of divergence 

at which nuclear transmutation can be maintained at an intensity which is 

limited only by the necessity of avoiding over heating . 

Large quantities of radio-active elements will be produced directly from 

the splitting uranium atoms and indirectly by the intense neutron emission. 

The necessity of protecting human beings from ~~y irradiations emanating 
~ISO-'-~ 

from the chain reaction '\'ti-B:- ~d~ubtedly limi ~ the scope of practical a"IlPii-
'·; ..-t ~ I" ~ (' 

cations, ~pe-Ph-ap..s. ¥11: :± slow dovm the i ndustrial development of this field 

but it is difficult to imagine that :practical applications should not follow 

in due course of time ~ WPte pi eeeBt turn of eYeB~a iB p.Rvs1 a.s. 

In so far as the :production of :power for :practical :purposes 

question which will determine the scope of applications . ! 
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active he thermal neutron reaction. If the is the 
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